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To the Editor: Paracetamol (acetaminophen) as an antipyretic
is available as a single drug as well as in combination with
other NSAIDs like ibuprofen, mefenemic acid etc. We are
trying to find out rationale of such combination, the dosage
and frequency of such combination if they are to be used and
whether of such combination leads to any interactions.

ACETAMINOPHEN (Drug A) with IBUPROFEN
(Drug B)

Both of above drugs have same mechanism of action by
decreasing prostaglandin synthesis in CNS. There are no
significant interactions between the two drugs [1]. There are
pharmacokinetic differences between the two [2]:

Drug A Drug B

Onset of action 10–60 min <1 y: 69±22 min; >
6 y: 109±64 min

Duration of action 4–6 h 6–8 h

Thus therapeutic effect of (A + B) is equal to A or B as
there are no interactions between the two drugs and both
have same mechanism of action. The only advantage this
combination offers against the two drugs individually is
early onset of action by virtue of drug A and prolonged
action by virtue of drug B. If the combination is anyways
chosen the dosage of such combination can be calculated on
basis of any one constituent as the preparation available in

market have both drugs in same strength as their single drug
preparation. Frequency can be judged on basis of drug with
longer duration of action.

ACETAMINOPHEN (Drug A) with MEFENEMIC
ACID (Drug B)

Mefenemic acid is also an NSAID which is primarily
used as short term relief of mild to moderate pain
including primary dysmenorrhoea [1]. It is not a preferred
antipyretic [3, 4], also its use is not recommended in children
and pregnant women [1]. Thus its combination with acetamin-
ophen as an antipyretic is not justified.

The two drugs namely ibuprofen and mefenemic acid do
have significant side effects [1] and as such Acetaminophen
is preferred antipyretic [4]. The combination of these drugs
does not offer much but increases the chances of adverse
effects, thus acetaminophen along with tepid sponging
seems to be more prudent way for antipyresis.
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